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SILVER CITY, N. JI., WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1895.

NATIONAL BIMETALLISM.
All

Would Favor It If the Question
Was Understood.

Preferable to International

DliiieUillHin

1'lonty of Money Mean
Uood Money

We believe that many
honest
American citizens, without sinister
motives or prejudices in favor of England,
have been persuaded that it would be
dangerous for
States to open
our mints to silver on equal terms with
gold without the concurrence of foreign
nations. If we are right in our belief,
when they know the facts, all such
persons will greatly prefer national to
.international bimetallism. There is no
material difference in the quality of gold
and silver which makes either a very
much better money than the other.
Previous to 1873 many financial writers
gave the preference to silver, because it
was more regular in production and
capablu of being divided intosuificiently
small coins for general circulation among
the nations of the earth. But since the
more civilized nations to a large extent
use paper substitutes for both metals,
the superiority of silver as a money
metal is not so apparent. The indestructibility of both these meláis was
essential in the beginning before the art
of printing and engraving was invented.
The limitation of quantity which the
two combined furnished was also essential on account of the want of knowledge
or power in governments to fix a
proper limit. Inasmuch as the value
of money, the same as the value of everything else, is governed by the law of supply and demand, quantity determines
the quality of metallic money, and by
the quantity we ascertain w hether gold
or silver is good money or bad money.
The money in circulation and the property for sale are reciprocally the supply and demand of each other. Money
in the instrument of swap whereby each
member of society may enjoy what
in hers produce by an . interchange of
commodities. It not only furnishes the
means of swapping things present
lor things in the futuro, but it is also
used in swapping things present for
things which may be in existence at
The former are
some future day.
rash transactions and the latter are

time contracts. With good money hon
est swaps of every name and nature can
be made, but with bad money somebody is swindled in nearly every transaction in life. Under this test gold and
silver have sometimes been good money
and sometimes bad money,' depending
upon their quantity as compared with
population and business which created
the demand.
Among the ancients gold and silver
were good money when the mines
were productive, because their joint
quantity was sufficient for use in the
transaction of business without defrauding either party. Every civilization which has preceded ours came into
existence while the mines were produc
tive, and prospered as long as gold and
silver remained good money ; but when
the mines failed and the quantity of
coin grew less, gold and silver became
bad money, and each of the ancient civilizations perished under the blighting
effects of a contracting consequent fall
in prices.
is good money in every
Silver
country where the holder of silver bul
lion can have it coined at the mint with
out restriction or limitation, because
there is enough of silver in all those
countries to equal the legitimate demand. The supply of silver in the
Orient has corresponded with the demand so perfectly for the last twenty-tw- o
years that general prices have remained almost stationary. There is no
difficulty in swapping property honestly
and tairly in the silver using countries
oy the use of silver as medium of exchange. Consequently, silver in the
Orient is the best money in the world,
because it performs the legitimate function of money as a medium of exchange
and measure of time contracts.
Gold was good money in the United
States and Europe between 1850 and
1873. It is true that during that time
general prices rose from 18 to 25 per
cent., which gave the debtor about one
per cent, per annum advantage in time
contracts, but the creditor generally
provided agai nst that by the rate of interest. The Blight rise in prices stimulated
industries and increased the wealth and
advanced the prosperity of the civilized
world more in those twenty-thre- e
years
than had been accomplished in the preceding century. It may be that the silver of the Orient is better money tf'ay
to-d- ay

PBICE 6 CENTS

than gold in the United States was in
the 59's. because it maintains a greater
stability of prices but no man can
say that a rise of one per cent. . per annum in general prices has ever been
pernicious ; but the decline of one-haof one per cent, per annum is immediately felt by every producer. The
quality of gold has not changed, and it
was good money in the ,50's, but from
its effect upon the United States and
Europe, it is the worse money which
has ever afflicted the human race.
The question is, Why is gold bad
money? The answer is, because its
quality, whether good or bad, depends
upon quantity, and the quantity or supply of gold compared with the demand
is less today than at any time during the
century. The goldite will deny this proposition and tell us that there is more
gold now than ever before. This may
be so, but the demand is much greater
today than ever before when compared
with the supply. Previous to 1873 it
took both gold and silver to make coin
good money. There was not in 1873,
and there has not been at any time since
a sufficient quantity of either gold or
silver in the commercial world to make
either alone good money. The goldite
tells us that new production of gold from
the mines will remedy the evil, and to
deceive the unthinking the director of
the mint shows an enormous yield of
gold. If we assume that Mr. Preston's
enthusiasm to serve the goldites has not
caused him to exaggerate, still the figures he presents are absolutely inconseSuppose that the product
quential.
from the mines should be $200,000,000 a
year, and $100,000,000 of that should be
coined into money, how long would it
take to Bupply the deficiency in the
volume caused by the rejection of silver
without furnishing any new supply to
keep pace with population and business?
It must be remembered that silver
has been accumulating since prehistoric
times, and that the store of gold when
silver was demonetized. If it were possible to produce gold enough from the
mines to supply the store of silver rejected, it would take centuries to accomplish that result. The seat of empire
would be changed from the west to the
Orient by the advantages enjoyed by
silver using couutries before gold enough
could be produced to take the place of
four thousand millions of silver retired.
lf

TIIK KA(iLK. WKDXHSIIAV.
Tlu suggestion Mint the United States
cumio! have good money without the
consent of England cannot he an honest
suggestion from any intelligent source.
We have already seen; that coin was
good money in the western world, while
the mints were open to both gold and
silver, because the quantity which the
two metals furnished supplied the legitimate demands of business. We have
already wen that. silver is as near a perfect money in i he Orient as the wit of
man can devise, her.ause it maintains
Htahility of prices. Free coinage of silver in the United States would make all
the gold and silver available for' use in

this country; and the financial fahric of
the United Slates would not then depend
upon.eontract with the Rothschilds,
if they took their gold its place
could he supplied with silver.
The
financial system of this country, estab-lishe- d
by the fathers, would be restored
by such coinage, and the fact that the
despised Asiatics also use silver would
not injure us. They used silver during
all the ages and before onr fathers provided for the coinage of the sil ver dollar.
It did not injure us in Jerterson's time;
it would not injure us' now. .
If gold did not go toa premium, the
United States wouTd he the central figure
in the financial world, as France was, as
long as- she maintained bimetallism.
If gold went to a premium, the United
States would have the same advantage
in trade with Europe as Japan now enjoys. Silver Knight...
se

WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
(Jooil KhIiih nil Over

the Country

-- Cropn

Looking Finn.

The first part of the week was generally warm and dry, conditions that were
very favorable for niaturingand ripening
corn and grain. The lattet part of the
week was more or' less cloudy, slightly
cooler, with occasional showers. Western Grant county was favored with some
excellent showers which were badly
needed in that locality as Very little rain
had fallen in that vicinity for the season.
The heaviest rainfall reported for the
week was 1.90 inches at Gila in western
Grantcounty. This will be of great value
to the stock ranges in that vicinity.
Heavy rains occurred at other parts of
the territory also, Rincón, reporting 1.0:!
inches for the week and Santa:Fe J.fiQ and
Las Vegas 0.91 of an inch.
All growing, crwjíí have made good
ss
but warm dry weather would be
most desirable now for maturing the
corn crop and to facilitate harvesting
All crops are in good condition and the
outlook very., favorable. The stock
ranges are. near perfection generally
as could ever be expected and fat beef, is
the order of the day., : ;
.,
The following extracts from a few of
.

pro-gro-

,

.

Slíl'TKMIÍKJí. 4,

the reports received at'the ollice
of interest
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Anna. Win. Freiieh.rN'iee geu;le
rains on the 20s, 2 1. i
helped
the grass oii the rarrges very .much ; ami,,
although not a great. .;ri:Vt.it.y. el I, thí
rains campal:. night a'.id he.ihty reui:i;r;-- "
ing cloudy, the grow.h wa considerable.
I5eriialillo.--l.rhei Gabriel. Weather
quite'- dry and sultry
up to 21 !.
Heavy rain on' the 22nd during tin- night
amounting, tit 0.Ó2 of an inch.' 'Crups
continue-t.be in good', condition all
along. Grazing
line in .the
adjacent country and eiU;lein llouri.-h-'in- g
condition.
Ciruelas-A- ;
JI. ' Holloiibeck.
The
week has been very favorable for growing crops and the mat uring of oats and
wheat. The last of the Week was .somewhat cloudy with occasional shutter..
Corn has been growing good the" last
week. Grass still improving and stock
.

I

o;

--

-

IUf.

Tin;' week has been hot and dry, very
favorable for the advancement of crops.
Oats are being harvested in good condition. A good rain is n. eded.
Pueato do Liiina. 1'. 11. Page. Crops
alfalfa ha,- been i; ir a id stacked this
week.: 'All 'crops doing well aid every
prospect 'of plenty of corn and beans.
Hay is'heing cut all over the country.
Morse llii's are very bail and wolves are
killing a great many eaive-- .
Iíaiiclíev tut' Tao-- .
Alex. Gnsdorf.

Harvest has commenced. Wheat and
oats being cut as rapidly as possible.
Weather conditions .iav irahle for the
work.
Raton. P. H. Smith. For the past,
week the weather has been quite warm,
some cloudy days with light showers.
All crops being secured in fine condit ion.
Much hay is being cut on the ranges..
Rincón. C. II. Haiti. Week closed
with heavy rains, which still continue.
in fine 'Condition'
Corn is growing rapidly. There was
Eddy. Geo. W. Lane. Week has but one little variatio i in the high tembeen marked by high temperatures ' and perature until the 21th, when a break
humidity hut no precipita! ion has oc- was made for lower figures.
curred. Vegetation of all kinds in splenRonvell. Süott
Truxton. Excepdid condition. I'U'iity oí water in re- tionally fine weather for growing crops.
servoirs, canals and ditches. Stock oí Clear and warm with an average relaall kinds are thriving on abundant mid tive hit, nidity of 60 per cent. Giuu on
nutritious food,.
range knee high, all seed out and fully,
Española.' Jim Currv-Th- e
Slight losse-- to alfalfa crops
week has matured.
been very favorable for all crops, which from rains, all other crops d dug well.
are in excellent condition.
Conditions all first class.
.
Fort Union. C. C. Everhart. Two
Winsor's Ranch. II. P.
good showers this week and grass on .'During the past week the weather, has
ranges looks line. ...
been most favorable for all kinds, oí.
Gallinas Springs. J. E. Whit more.
crops. Range ami range cattle are in
The past week. lias been line for corn. splendid condition.
There have been local rains in all direcDon't Take Our Word,
tions and a nice shower fell on the 2.ini.
which we needed ior u.iirrig.ite l ero ps lint ask your doctor if there i any cure
for Rheumatism. lía member oí the
.Tins grass crop is the best since IPSO.
the old school, he will say there is none.
Gila.-Chas.
II.
Lyons. Splendid
.
If of the more modern and
rains on the 21st amounting to 1.76 he will say t hat Prumnmnd's Light mug
inches, and. it was badly neededi It Remedy for Rheumatism is the only
will be of great benefit. to farmers and to known specific, and that its proprietor's
the stock ranges. Fruit vegetables and offer a' reward of f.VOO fór a case ir will
not cure. The preparation is bo. h intergrain are all. doing well.
nal and external,-cotisits of two large,
Las Cruce-- .
New .Mexic ) Agi ie.ihu-ra- l bottles one month's treatment, ami is
college. Tne weather-liahee.i some- .sent by express to any address upon rewhat cloudy ami liunrrd; Crops are Dot ceipt of $5, Drummo d Medicine 'Co.,
48 Maiden I jane,- New York. Agents
suffering from ilrv or moist eat her. Wanted,;.
The early crop of corn is the only one
Kxrurslon Uuti-s- .
that is in any way aifeeied by the unRetween
dates, of June 1st and
the
usual amount of rainfall. This kind, of
September
HOth.the
Atchison.TnpckUand
weather is favorable'
fungus growth.
Sania Fe Railroad Co, will 'sell from
Las Vegas. Dr. F. J I... At kins. The Silver City,
n.mti trip. tickets to, various
weather has been fairly favorab.e to eastern and northern points at greatly
crops. iMuch of the. second ..crop of reduced rates, 'limited Uv return' until
alfalfa has been saved. Small grains October 1st, lSftS1."
Having recently
our timo
areJjejngcut.. Corn., is stjll maturing from Silver City, to shortened
eastern points, we
slowly, and. needs steadier and greater are now in position. to place our patrons
heat. The. weather has been,., by no in Kansas City. S. Louis, or Chicago,
means hot; moderately. cloudy, moder- twelve hours abend of any oilier" line,
our- Eating Houses are linequaled, road-lie- d
ately niojst, ,
, ..'
smooth, and equipment modern.
i
Los Alainos..-r-Wn- i.
For further,
.Frank. Cutting
rmmnlinu
of wheat and oats progressing nicely rá'es, limits, connections, etc. call ' upon
Mr. F. D. Kilmer, Agent, 'Silver City, or''
,
and corn doing wot,,anuress
A;a x'iaii(l., tieneral Ag"eiit,
Lower, renascii. II, Von ; Bosse.
at El Paso .Texas.
..
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UNITED STATES COURT.
It Convened Monday

In Silver

For the First Time.

lHIBl

R 4, lit!) 5.

TAX RATE FOR 1895.

City The County Commissioners
Practically Decided Upon the Levy.

The Firnt Two Day Devoted to Organization and Dlxpotlou of Motions In
the Dona Ana County Content.

Three Mllli Will he the County Tax What
the Territory Will Recelve-Spec- lal
School Levlen,

Until FURTHER NOTICE
we

will

sell

CANNED

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

at

in cases to CONSUMERS
The first session of the United States
A special meeting of the board of
Court of the Third Judicial District held
in Silver City began at ten o'clock Mon- county commissioners held yesterday for
cost. These goods were in
day.
the purpose of making the tax levy for
formal
no
Monday being Labor day little or the present year, and while
nothing could be done and yesterday action was taken it was practically de- the basement which was
mill, levy
was taken up almost entirely by argu- cided that a two and one-haments on a motion filed by the attor- will be made and the usual special de- Hooded with water,
are
neys for the contestees in the Dona ficit making a total levy of three mills
Ana County election cases asking for the for the county. The territorial levies
suppresion of the greater portion of the are as follows : for territorial institutions not damaged in the least.
one hundredths ; for
testimony taken by the special master one and seventy-fiv- e
fifty
on the ground of certain alleged irregu- cattle indennity,
larities. The attorney's interested in The court fund, bond interest and bounty
the argument were Hon. Thomas B. on wild animals, county road levies and
Catron, delegate elect to congress, of and the matter of the Laird judgment
Santa Fe, Judge John R. McFie, S. B, still remain in abeyance. The basi son
loNewcomb, A. J. Fountain and A. L. taxation was made on an assessed valuChristy, of Las Cruces for the republiation of $3,650,000. Special school levies
can side and Judge A. B. Fall and R. L. have been voted by the residents of preDeming
Young for the democrats. The argu- cincts eleven and twenty-fou- r
ments made were replete with legal having assessed a three mill levy and
logic and interested a large number of Ricolite five mills. The members will
spectators. Judge Bantz has not yet meet again Thursday and make the formal order, by which time the Laird
made his ruling.
Those who were examined by the judgment question will have been disUnited States Attorney and found quali- posed of by Judge Bantz.
fied for service as petit jurors are : E.
Death or G. W. Ilalley.
Valarde, A. II. Muiser, F. J. Davidson,
Dr. G. W. Bailey, one of the oldest and
Juuu Jose Trujillo, Rafael Martinez,
highly respected citizens of Silver
most
Luciano Duran, Marcos Nestes, Morris
died
City
at his home on Bullard street
Freudenthal, Numa Reymond, A. C.
Chandler, Gregorio Gonzales, Esiquio Thursday morning, aged 65 years, 8
months and 7 days. Death was due to
Trivis, Aristeo Garcia, W. C. Kendall,
troubles, superinduced by
complication
Thomas Baxter Hijinio Chaves; grand
old age, and hastened by exposure durjurors: Charles Steen, Kitt Conn, M. V.
ing the big flood of July 21st. Despite
Cox, Patrick Carroll, Joseph Merk,
fact that he had been failing rapidly
Thomas Ewing, C. Ortega, Nicolas Sais, the
for the past year, he was engaged in the
Patricio Ortegas, Jose Valles, Florencio
active pursuit of business until within a
Cuaron, Lorenzo Trujillo, Rafael Aquil- f.ur ilnva nf tliA Ptifl
lar, Pablo Gallas, Felipe Roibald, LorenDeceased was born near Cooperstown,
zo Tafoya. Of course some of these may
New York, and after spending some
be excused before the panel is finally
years at different mining camps in Colocompluted.
rado and this Territory came to Silver
In the interim every effort has lecn
18í 1 and has resided here ever
made looking towards the organization of Citv in
While his regular business was
since.
the court for active work. Sixteen grand
of druggist, ho was a practical minand a like number of petit jurors qual- that
ing man and was at different times in
ified and special venirei were issued
terested in manv properties in the
yesterday to complete panels. Both
southwest. He was a member of the
grand ami petit juries will likely bo or- Silver City lodge of Masons. A wife and
ganized fir.it thing this morning.
one child, Alice, survive. Dr. Bailey
The court has appointed P. B. Lady was held in the utmost respect liv every
II. K. Muse, Samuel II. Eckles and John person. He was a man whose integrity
HAMMAM.
and honesty marked him among lus lei
A. Moses as bailiffs for the term.
lows while his business and social qiiul
In addition to the attorneys interested
ities were of the highest.
in i ho contests cases there are present U.
The funeral was held Friday after
S. Attorney J. B. II. Hemingway, U. S. noon. Impressive services were held in C. H. FARGO & CO. rus.
T. CHICAGO
MARKCT
Marshal E. L. Hall, Deputy Marshal H. the Episcopal Church under the auspices
of the Masonic lodge and later a: the
W. Loomis. Interprtert Pinito Pino. grave. The last sad rites were witnessed For Sale by
Stemogiapher II. H. Holt, Deputy Dis- hi u i.ii'iii' M..cmii-.iul bui'roAiiij relatives and irieiids.
trict Clerk, P. S. l a. I.
lf
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C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL
Mention

of People

PALAVER.
You Do and

Do

U. S. Commissioner 'olid Justice of the ' Paul Braliin will leave on Thursday
Peace J. Crockett Givenswas in the city for Missouri where lie will mke a
this week from Central.

Bring your job work to The Ea;i.u. ofIt will he done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Other Interesting Matter Which Can He
Cot. Dick Hudson and family went
Head With Profit By All Our
down to the Springs Wednesday to enjoy
Townspeople
an outing.
County Commissioner J. N. Upton
was among the numerous visitors in the
Home Made candy at Win. Rose's.
city yesterday.
Ross Brown was in the city this week.
The only place to get fresh home
Judge G. D. Bantx returned from made candy-i- n Silver City is at Win.
Rose's, next door to Abrahm's barber
Santa Fe Thursday.
shop.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Mrs. J. A. Woliord, of Lone Mountain
Maher's.
brought a fine basket of fruit in to Tun
Miss Essie Abrahams returned MonEaums ollice last week.
day from California.
F. W. Parker, Esq., and L. W., Galles
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
came over from Hillsboro Sunday and
Robinson's.
returned home the next morning.
;
Dr. Williams made a business trip to
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
Deming Wednesday.
Store. To make room for new goods, we
Rest Kansas patent flour for sale at offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
Martin Maher's.
Baylor Polk was in from the Mangus
Mrs. Will Gillett left Sunday on a visit yesterday, having been summoned to
to friends in California.
appear as a juror before the U. S. Court.
Go to Con Whitehill's,
for .fresh
John M. Cain, a prominent ininiiv
candies.
man of Sierra county, was aiming the
Mrs. AVolford was in from Lone Moun- court visitors from Sierra this week.
tain Monday, visiting friends.
S. M. Ashenfelter came down from
MaxSchutz and family returned from
Colorado Springs Monday evening on
their California trip Monday.
some in MHl unt legal business and reDon't rend your neighbor's paper but turned Tuesday morning.
subscribe for The Eagle.
S. W. Burdick makes a specialty of
Mrs. S.M. Ashenfelter, and daughters, Sunday dinners and suppers at the Tini-nie- r
left yesterday for Colorado Springs.
house. The tables are supplied
Gasoline srovesjee cream freezers and with the best in the market.
Poultry nettings at Robinson's. '
Joe Williams, was down from Pinos
Manager IVmellee returned last week Altos Monday and announced that he
from a business trip to California.
would embark in the saloon business
Con Wliitehill keeps the lxst line of again about the lóth of this month.
fruits, next door to express olliee.
J. J. McEwen has not sold out his
Santa Fe Agent Stecker is occupying business, as was recently reported, lie
will continue at the old 'stand where ' he
the Miller residence.
will he pleased to serve customers.
Miss Lillie Harper, from the Gila, is
J. M. Harper, who has a ranch out on
in the city attending the normal school.
the Gila, raised a fine nop of watermelAllan II. MacDonald, of the Sentinel,
ons this year. He brought a delicious
hied himself down to Deming Wednesday.
sample to The Eaoi.e ollice last week.
Collector A. B. Laird returned from his
No Chinese help employed at thuTim-me- r
eastern trip onSaturday's delayed train.
house. A liri-elas- s
American cook
Constable Hardin of Lordsburg came is in charge of the kitchen and the din'
in Thursday with two prisoners for the ing room service is excellent.
jail.
For Rent. Nice Furnished rooms inMus. J. E.'Kaiiiuw.
Canary and Mocking birdcages the quire of. I
only complete line in the city at Robinson's.
Not Know.

lltüo.

SKI'TKM HKIU,

The Post ollice Sto'.

fice.

And now ni.v friends
I feel lis tho.
I could claim a little
Of your attention once nio'
And I tlilnU It liest
Vuu cull and sou
My lira n new stock
Of (tiKid slntloniiree.7
Of Hnest linen
And white as the sno'
A full line of notions
I
want you to Uno'
A Hue lot of fresh candy

:

.

'

'

Normal School Regent J. A. Mahoney
came up from Deming on Monday's

YOÜR

l'ye Just received,
If you could see them
I know you'd believe
C'iuars, pipes and tobacco
And what not
Mostevery thlnj? under
The sun I've gnl.
And what I liav'nt
I will (jet It, you kno'
So Just call and see me.
At the I'ost ollice sto.
Haxtkii llisnoi.
i'rop.

.

Notice.
IN THE DISTRICT, COl'ItT of the Thirl
I
Judicial district of tlie Territory of New
Mexico, within and for tin! County of (Irani,
Godfrey Geiser I
No. 1121. In Cil in, cry,
vs.
Valentina Geiser fI
The sulci 'defendant. Valeul ina Geiser U hereby not tiled Unit a suit In chancery has Iktii
commenced auiilnst her In (lie District Court
In and for the Gouuty of Grunt and 'I'err t:iry
of New Mexico bv said complainant Go 'ivy
Geiser to obtain ii dccri'e for divorce fr mi
said defendant upon the round of ab 'i Imminent on tlie part of said defendantnnd that
unless said defendant enter her iippciiruiu'i)
In said suit with the clerk and register of
said court on or before the first Monday in
November A. 1). lssiá. a decree pro eonicsso
will lie entered against her therein.
Iseall W. It. Walton.
I

-

AllTIICIl

Sol

llAltl.l.KK
for Gompl't,

11.
.

Gl.KUK.

Notice
DK DISTUITO did tercer
Distrito Judicial del Territorio de Nuevo
Mexico, en y por el Gondiido de Grant.
I
Godfrey Geiser
VNii. :1Sl Eu Cancillería
vs.

ON

LA C'OKTE

Valentina Geiser )
dicha demandada Vnlentliiii Geiser es
iior este notlllcada ipie un pleito en ciiucll-lerl- a
se ha entablado en su contra, en la
corte de Distrito en y por Condado de
Grant y Territorio de' Nuevo Mexico, por
el dicho quejante
Godfrey Geiser para
obtener un decreto de divorcio de la dicha
demandada, por razón de abandono de
ella, y no ser que vil. la dicho demandada
comparesca u (lefen der clclio pleito ante el
Secretarlo y Keist radr (le la Curte en o
untes did primer lunes de. Ñovembre de IStl."i,
un decreto procoufessose dará eu su contra.
W. II. Wai.von.
Sello
A

HTlIt'lt 11. A
Sol. for Compl't.

ATTENTION

Cl.KltK.

PLEASE.

I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
J. A. Komnib', Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
D. P. Carr went up to Albuquerque
husiness
the same pirre.
at
Sunday to attend some business in the
A
select
line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
Duke City.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
train.

etc. of Mr.

Miss Alice Jones left Sunday for Las appreciate a trial and will
guarantee satisfaction.
Cruces where she will attend the AgriVery Trulv,
cultural College during the term which
R.
opened Monday.;

J.

HICKS.
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School Attendance Compulsory,
it is not known by many that New
Mexico has a compulsory school law.
Section 42 of chapter 25, approved February 12th, 1891, reads as follows:
"That the school directors of ihe various districts in this territory are hereby required to compel parents, guardians,

A pleasant gathering was held at the
All the business houses were closed
residence of Judge Bennett Thursday Friday afternoon, from noon until five
evening, being held in a dual honor of o'clock as a sign of respect to the late
the birthday of Judge Bennett and the Dr. Bailey.
Misses Ashenfelter. An enjoyable time
Lower Bullard street has been put in
was had by those present, as follows :
first class condition under the direction
Misses Iram Muse, Lida Mcintosh, Belle
of Marshal Cantley.
Eckles, Elnora Alexander, Etta AshenThe public schools opened Monday
or other persons having the control, care felter, Anna Ashenfelter, Bessie Hood,
or direction of children', when such chil- Maude Miller, Mable Miller, Mary Ott, with a large attendance.
dren do not attend some private school Laura Rutherford, Miss Mary Agee, Mrs.
Dr. Woods is sporting a bran new team
to send such children under their control W. B. Walton, Messrs W.T. Williams, of Indian ponies.
to the public school for at least three Jack Agee, J. Hicks, George Miles, J.
months in eaoh year, except when such Ed. White, Will Rivers, Charles Morrill,
children shall be under school age, or W. F. Lorenz, Oliver Williams, Clarence
above sixteen years of age or of such Bayne and Samuel Eckles.
physical disability as to unfit them for
The Eagle was in error last week in
the labor required, wliich disability shall stating that the normal school regents
be cortifled to by some regular practicing would utilize a portion of the Miller rephysician. Any parent, guardian, or sidence for school purposes. Such a
other person, having the control of child- course was originally decided upon but
ren, who shall fail or refuse to send later rooms over the store of Brownell
such children to school, as required by & Cosgrove, on Ballard street, were rentthis act, shall be punished upon convic ed and the department in charge of
tion thereof by a fine of not less than $1, Miss Gaddis is located there until
VEBÉfi
nor more than $25, or by imprisonment the building is completed. The greater
for not more than ten days in county portion of the scholars use the Presby
jail."
terian church, as they did last winter.
Louis Abrahams recovered his barlier
Jailer Willam Conant had an exciting
experience last Wednesday afternoon. pole below the stock yards and has it
ARE THOSE VHO HAVE
He had occasion to enter the cell oc- located once more in front of his shop,
WITH
TO TRADE
cupied by the insane prisoner, when, just as though the flood had never car- FAILED
without warning, the prisoner made a ried it six miles down the country.
vicious attack upon Conant, who tried
Oliver Laizure was struck by a piece
to beat the fellow into submission with of heavy timlier while working in the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
the large keys of the jail. The insane Bennett building on Bullard street last
Duulur In
man was getting away with Conant, week and receive a severe wound over
CONFECTIONERY
AND
FRUITS
when Guard Rose came to the rescue the right eye.
g
and both finally succeeded in overpow-erinCigars, Tobacco, Notions, etc.
A parly of Silver City society people
him. The prisoner, during his
Books, Stationery and Perpon
lucid moments, has no recollection of spent a very pleasant evening at
iodicals of tall Kinds.
his actions when suffering from his in Bayard Friday, the occasion being a
POSTOFFICE STORE.
tane frenzy. The jail has no accommo- dance.
Ah

BISHOP.

BAXTER

dations for such prisoners and it would
There Is talk of organizing a local lodge
certainly be economy for the board of of Elks in Silver Citv.
county commissioners to provide for
incaicaration in the asylum at Las Yegu.
Grand Chancel hrW. F. Kuckcnheck-tr- ,
of the Grand Lodge of the Knight ol
Pythias, of New Mexico, made anoilicial
visit to the local lodge Thursday evening,
After the usual session in castle hall the
knights adjourned to the American
Kitchen and regaled themselves wilt
ah elegant luiuqiu't, during the course
of which several appropriate toasts were
called and responses made. Taken it
all in all the members passed a musí
evening. Grand Chancellor
Kuckenheckcr found the local lodge in
u flourishing condition and expressed
himself as highly pleased with the man-min which it was being conducted.
Owing to a washout on the mainline of
the Santa Fe, the passenger train due
riday evening did not arrive until Sat
urday morning.
Robert Black has the contract for the
new bank building to be occupied by
Gillett & Sons.

NKW

SII.VKII CITY,

MKXIOO.

B. T. LINK,
Proprietor
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Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

-r

Beef, Pork, and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
AWo

a full line of FRUIT.-

We solicit your pratonage.

BULLARD ST., SILVER CITV, N. M.
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SUPREME
A

COUKT OVER.

Democrat Will Succeed Judge
McFie as College Regent.

IntnrttHtliig I)velopmutn.. Kxpmted
the Tnrrioriiil Bureau of Inniili-iitloIn tho Near Futuro,

by

Santa Fk, N. M. Sept. 2. The territorial supreme court adjournal lust
Wednesday, after having been in session
a month.. It will meet again in .Qctolier
when it ls expeeU!(',that. a number of
deéisíSiífe' will bu handed loyii.,.-Tli- e
past term" was. a busy 'one ami 'a large
number
were heard;.' Among

qt0m

the more'iftnjrtant
decided
the? case

cases wiiictv 'were
o(. the'
.faciftc Gold Company ivs.

ntljéícWe

tolvas

Skillicorn'r&der'i ln tbis

casV-ih- e

lower couij wa

brease
L "l"

hud

reversed

wa' reminded;

'.'.

hi

W.EDN.HSIUY,

KJ'TjiMiihUi'X, lí,!iñ.v.
'"

out of the fi)ndlpi)mjriate(l.for.itÍie use
of this board for the past .three ("ijfonr
years, has beep paid out on the vouchers
of Max lírost. ítjias not yetjieen charged
that, anything. js wrong, but soui.e of
thq. meuil'ys of.,;t.he hoard are pf. the
opinion thiit Max .Froawj. bear watching, and ,haye detirimned )'o.HceJlhat the
appropriated by t.lijjrturnt(iriiil
legislature for. ic,.Uije of., the IJimiaUjof
IMnlli,tin ji.' expended accor.jiiig J,o
law. :
.
,
M
Already tiere ore ,a;niiniber of .aspir-antfor the position. of; secretary, of; the
board, shouhUtuially bu, dcc,i(ed (hat
a member of the. board cannot hold ibis
Lposi tion.( The position is worth , t
pre
sent,, jswy a year amplíe chines, are not
of Bucliá character as to, occupy tlio' entire time of' the, person" wl'iVV i'ú' the
position.
' !
;i.:l
i
;.,!)?!. l?p!HMit residente of
: "'f-.J-?'
this place lire '.making Jrcpaj-- jinn's to
attend die irrigation convention at'Alhu'-qijerqtjWo weeks hence aiiii ii big time
' '
s'
"'
is anticipated.
'1...
,i.,.r ..:
VóiVt'atijveta copy of CoTiW Finan-

'

'

' .'

Coin's financial series is worth reading.
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
be obtained at Tub Kaoi.i: olliee free by
paying a year's .subscription .to. .Tim
Kaih-k- ,
in advance.. The books sell at 2ó
' '
ce ii ts each.
'

SHMK

-

WE'RE

KIOHT--

iiiiiiiiiiii

IT'

IN

kip tú our 'cycsAniíikiiijLr ICK

.

a

The UnMiil. States cpiirí 'o'ffiís left
TIONEKYv .F.resh Ciintly
here
for Silver City
for the two' weeks' term, of the' Uu i ted
every day and Ice Crenni
Stacqnrt,wiictí:l vi;ill; be held there.
all the time. Call and sec
M&iAifr Ilaíl, ifcpttty Jlariilial--.1;
cial School tree. by,pavii.ig;,a war's sub- Lits, ,., Ne..Nst4Q,c)r..tr!i
the ex- I'pqrn
and JJnited States Attorn'ey scription to Tiii.liiMii.io.jiij.
advance.
'
IlenVmingwiiy went down, but JVptity Cay at.the oflice, 1("'áVe voiir
'fyrcW oflice;
get "ii copy of'Hie'gri'iitesf "book
JI.Wí LoóiisvSvho 'has been ill. fúr
ue

la'tf'irjhight

:

.

-

.

ifftt'stioiViiiVurVtibtiietl.

afllU'UJlUI itíí'edf

here.
It is believed that Governor Thornton
has decided tó appoint a 'democrat from
the Pecos valley as óríé of the members
Voíthe'.l)í)iird;:of'.t6geht8

bf.thq

agcu'fll-tur-

"JóMv. Sheridan, of Silver 'City; Were
Mentioned for the position, Wafter
considering the matter the governor concluded not to makotlie (appoint me it
from Grant countyí IloVnot a little
surprised that many of the democrats of
that county endorsed the application of
Mr. Sheridan fJj the position, especially
after having Apposed the apmin.NAnte'
made by him of republicans to positions
') Grant county last winter during the
sesdion of thft 'legislature. Tíie$ appoint-nient- s,
the jvetfritk colíteíida, were
necessary in order to liaveiiH appoint-- '
itfis no secret that one

vpry;dianeiul

ii

';'

v:;

U

"

;

,,.'v.r-,!-
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riirr

i

MnHií'i.
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a
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.college at Las Cruces in the place
of John .RMcFje' whose term expires
this month. It was thought some time
ago that the governor would appoint a
;'publioato this position and thiirines
of;Bon:II. Ked.ie, of Lordsbilrg, and

.íf ti.tilV1
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Tho doinga of tho Iturean of Immigration for the past three or four years will
be looked into in the near future. The

question has airead j 'tóen raised as to
whether the organization of the bureau,
as atpreae.ntpnstituted; is .legal and
is very questibnauie" as to whether li
.member of thebnreau can hold the office of secretary as has been done for
some time past'.' It also appears that'
all of the money which has been paid

'filv

fey all

1893;

Shot-Giin-

"

is .;riov 'tosed'

the most advanced tráp'"!;

land game

shooters:

'

:
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"

Shot-Gutl-

'
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Shot-Rifle- s
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:.;.jAS.YODR DEALER "to 'show toó
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Everything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms "as well
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WINCHESTER
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BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION.
A Question an to

the Legality of Its

ganization

Or-

Knitted.

Some inquiry has been made into tlie
doings of the Bureau of Immigration
recently and the following letter was
sent, to V. A. Manzanares last week concerning the organization of the present

board.

Oilier developments are likely

to follow:

Santa Fe,

N. M.,)

29th

1895. f

Aug,

Hon. F. A. Manzanares, Las Vegas, N. M.
Dear Sir
members of the Bureau
of Immigration of New Mexico, we have
made some inquiry into the management
of the bureau : we find that by law, the
Bureau of Immigration should consist of
21 members; it is evident that there
must be a majority of the members to
constitute a quorum to transact business.
The law requires the board to meet
each year, on the 2nd Monday of January, at the city of Santa Fe, and at such
other times and places as it may by bylaws, or resolution prescribe.
An examination of the minutes of the
proceedings of the hoard show, that
there was no meeting of the board held
at Santa Fe last January ; that the board
nor lias it
has not adopted any
by resolution prescribed any other place
than Santa Fe for its place of meeting.
The minutes of the proceedings of the
board show, that a purported meeting
was held nt Albuquerque, May 21st,
1895, at which only nine persons were
present, two of whom had failed to take
the oath of ollice and quality as pre- pcribed by the laws of New Mexico.
There was no quorum present author
ized to transact business, the meeting
was held at a time and place not authorized by law, yet nine persons assumed
to act as such board,, and proceeded to
organize, and elect ollicera for two years,
including a secretary..
Section 1299 of the Com. Laws of New
Mexico. urovides,. that the members of
the board shall serve without compe-.Htm; jet the purported secretary of said
board is a member of the same, and in
violation of the law above cited, hash, en
reeeivinir a salarv of $75.00 her moiüh
upon his oirn eerlijkn'e, when the law
renuires that the warrants drawn up in
tlie moneys appropriated fur this pur
nose, shall onlv issue U'nii the certili
cate of the president of said board.
That the seeielary being a member of
Fc.id board, can not draw any salary, or
r.v.eive any compensation, except for
l
estene incurred in the perfor-- l
meo of olticial duties, is not apparent lrom the letter of the law, but it is
iiuthoratiyely statedit in opinion 36 of the
Solicitor General of the Territory of New
Mexico, rendered June 1st,- 1S95. This
opinion was given in reply to the inquiry made by the Superintendent of
As

.4, US95.

Education, as to tlie authority of School
Boards to appoint a clerk from among
their own members, when by law, they
were required to serve without compensation. The Solicitor General held that
they could not appoint one of their own
members and give him a salary.
By holding a meeting at a time and
place not authorized by law, and less
than a quorum of its member present,
and selecting one of its members as a
salaried officer, contrary to the positive
law, it is evident that the present organization of the Bureau of Immigration is
unauthorized by law.
We, therefore, respectfully suggest,
that no more moneys bo paid out for
salary of Secretary of the Bureau of Im
migration, or for any other purpose until
there has been a regular meeting of said
bureau, and these matters investigated.
If this is not done, it may necessitate
the taking of legal steps not only to stop
the father paying out of money, but also
to recover back into the territorial
treasury, the moneys unlawfully paid
out.
Yours very respectfully,
Fkantis Dowses,
A.
Members

B
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Drummond's Lightning
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Which
Shall It Be?
Youn ORDERS for High Grade Sewhg Machinen, Bicycles. Whiles, Baby
Carriages, etc, placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of o ir illust rated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargdns we uie ouVri.ie 3Q ditrr-en- t
style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $3.00 to $30.00 Bicycle ,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to J75.00. Those of the latter pm.v being
equai to wheels sold by agents and dwilcra nt 25.C0. We show l.'.U desiens
uil ncv pai'.c: uJ, many
the latest, the handsomest
in Baby Carriages
direct importations. We handle everything r.nder the sun in tl.3
VEHICLE ANO HARNESS LINE, BUGGIES. CARRIAGES, PHAETONS. ROAD WAGONS, CARTS. HARNESS, SADDLES, ETO ,
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special cataloguo fur each line. Address in full

CASH BUYERS' UNION.
D
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159-16-
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W. Van Bureo St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE WEISL MURDER.
of Silver City, in speaking
of the Davenport-Wei- sl
murder, chides
the Liberal, although it does not mention this paper especially, for trying the
case and rendering a verdict before the
district court meets, and suggests that
the court is the proper tribunal before
which the case should be tried. The
platitudes of The Eagle are on a par
with the defense of the Enterprise and
Sentinel and the actions of the officers
of the law at the county capital, and
help to show that a cabal has been
formed for the purpose of saving Davenport from the gallows. The entire chain
ui circumstances snow mat the officers
of the law have been aided by ignorance
and laziness, and it may be knavery, in
their conduct of this case. First was G.
Scott Dawson, justice of the peace at
Carlisle, compared with whom the immortal Dogberry was a doctor of laws.
He would not hold an examination of
the case, saying that the verdict of the
coroner's jury was sufficient to hold
Davenport without bail to await the action of the grand jury, and so impressed
was he with the majesty of the law and
the dignity of his office that he would
give a newspaper man no information
nor even a copy of the jury's verdict
"owing to the position I hold." At Silver City, more than fifty miles from
where the murder was committed, Davenport was taken before Justice Givens,
whose specialties in the criminal line
are drunken cowboys and fighting prostitutes, for an examination. Here most
of the evidence was given by Davenport's
friends, and under the guiding hands of
skillful lawyers it is not surprising that
a great deal of that evidence was favorable to Davenport. The officers of the
law, for some occult reason, never went
to Carlisle to investigate the circumstances, nor did they bring witnesses
from that camp. Justice Givens, whose
idea of capital punishment is an hundred dollar fine, allowed Davenport liberty on $4,000 bail, which he has given and
is now free till the grand jury meets.
As long as the officers of the law continue to juggle with justice in this manner,
and as long as Davenport's friends are
as successful in moulding public opinion
as they have been, so long will the Liberal continue to denounce the deed as
a cold blooded murder. Liberal.
It is with some surprise that The Eagle
notes that the Liberal places this paper
on a par with the Sentinel and Enterprise in this matter. Both the Sentinal

Thr Eagle

and Enterprise have attempted to defend the course of Davenport, while
The Eagle has not even intimated that
the killing of Weisl was justifiable.
What The Eagle objected to was the
attempt of newspapers to manufacture
public opinion in cases like this which
will be tried in the courts. It often
happens that the ends of justice are defeated in this manner. It is the legitimate province of the newspapers to give
the news, but the practice of defending
accused criminals is certainly a very
reprehensible one.
As to the course of the justices of
the peace who acted in the matter, The
Eagle has said nothing. Davenport has
been held for the action of the grand
jury and, for the present, that appears
to us to be sufficient. Whether the
committing magistrate should have held
the prisoner without bail or should have
placed the bond at a larger sura has little to with the guilt or innocence of the
accused. If the accused shall appear at
the ensuing term of the district court, the
purpose for which the bond was given
will have been subserved.
It is the province of the court to try
the accused and The Eagle repeats that
the newspapers are getting a little out
of their line when they take a case from
the court and try it in advance. If Mr.
Davenport Ins found guilty of murder
let him be hanged or imprisoned in accordance with law, but if he be found
not guilty, let him be released from
custody by the court, and not by the
newspapers.

15.
better iwducements for them to come
here than are afforded in any other part
of the countrv.
We print on another page a communication from Mr. H. H. Hansberg, a
United States prisoner, confined in the
county jail of this county, concerning
the treatment of the prisoners in the
Dona Ana county jail. The charges are
grave and if they are true the board of
county commissioners of that couniy
should lose no time in correcting the
evils which are said to exist. If Hansberg has told the truth, there is room for
great improvement in the management
of the Dona Ana county jail.

This season is going to be an excellent
one for placer miners in this county.
Theabundantraiii8 have filled the mountain streams and there is plenty of water
to be had for washing gold in the placer
regions of the county. Good wages can
be made by placer miners for the coming
few mouths and there is room for hundreds of them in Grant county. The gold
is here and is waiting to lie washed out.
The commutation of the sentence ot
William Davis has been received with
universal dissatisfaction by the residents
of Pinos Altos, and the residents of that
place are better posted concerning the
.
.
particulars oi .1tne muruer lor winen
Davis was sent to the penitentiary than
the inhabitants of any other place in the
world.
!
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Two weeks hence the territorial fair
will lie in progress at Albuquerque and
The valueof the different kinds of crops the irrigation convention will lie in ses
grown in New Mexico will be greater sion. Thousands of prominent men have
this year than it has ever been lefore. been specially invited to attend the con
In most parts of the territory the fruit vention from neighboring lates and the
crop is excellent and the total yield will territories. The convention is going to
be much larger than it ever was before. be a grand success.
Fruit growers are finding no difficulty in
marketing their fruit and getting remunAxn still it continues to rain in vaerative prices for it. The acreage of rious parts of the
territory. The value
wheat and corn in the territory is larger of ihe ruins in New Mexico
this summer
than usual and the yield is large. The can scarcely he
computed in dollars.
season has been an exceptionally favor18i)5 will be a good year for his
territory.
able one and tillers of the soil who are in
the least enterprising will have a nice
Thr irrigation congress and territorbalance on the right side at the end of ial fair at Albuquerque on the lti:li hist,
the year. There is no reason why double are both assured successes. An interestthe acreage, now under cultivation in ing and entirely practical program has
this territory could not lie tilled and made been prepared by the committee in
productive. More agriculturists
are charge of the congress, dialing wiili
needed in New Mexico and some earnest subjects which are of the greaimt. imand effective work ought to be done in portance to the people of the United
order toget them here. It is a nbtorions Stalesinin general and those of the south-we- n
particular. Prominent
fact that the natives are too indolent to from all over the country will Bpeukers
lie prestill the soil on a more extensive scale ent ami expound the different topics asthan is absolutely necessary for them to signed. The fair will undoubtedly sureke out an existence and most of the pass any ever held in New Mexico', and
the exhibits from all parts oí the terriAmericans in the territory are here to tory are certain to prove a most
pleasmake fortunes quickly and have turned ant Mirprise to the persons present. It
their attention tospeculution rather than will Iks worth any one's while to visit
to production. Mure producers are these gathering and Thr Eagle hom-that Silver City will be largely
1
wanted in New .Uoiieo and there are
s
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HANSBERG

SPEAKS.

He Complains About the

Dona Ana

County Jail.
Charge

Which, If True, Ought to be
by the OtttcInU or Dona
Ana County,

Suvkr City,

N. M., Aug. 23. A friend
of mine desires me to write up life in the
Las Cruces jail. He assured me that it
would be read with interest and as Tub
Eaiilk, as its name implies, flies nil over
the American continent, and is a free
and fearless bird, I feel sure It will no:
hesitate to spread the truth without fear

SEPTEMBER 4, 1895

unlucky as to fall into their clutches, a
jailor and three guards, who go about at
all times heavily armed, in fact walking
arsenals. Prisoners who are awaiting
sentence or the grand jury are taken out
by the jailor to hoe and irrigate his crops
and repair his vehicles ordo any of his
own private work that he is too lazy to
do himself or too stingy to pay some one
else to do, and if one refuses to go out,
handcuffs, bread and water diet and the
dungeon soon bring him to time and
when again ordered out to work is only
too glad to go to escape such punishment
Prisoner's pockets are rifled and their
private papers and books are taken from
them. The clothes furnished by the
county are, in some instances, kept by
the jailors.
No lights are allowed the prisoners
and when one is taken even violently
sick, medical aid seldom reaches him
sooner than three or four days and even
medicines prescribed by the county
physician and paid for oy the prisoners
are taken from them. Notes and letters
written by prisoners and handed to the
jailor to mail have been torn open before their eyes and they laughed at and
taunted for the slightest offenses.
When the commisioners visited the
jail, which they have done once only in
eight months it was prepared for their
reception and the jailor unblushing told
them that the jail was put in sm.h order
each day. During a stay of nearly four
months, the sheriff was at the jail but
tvice and then would not listen to what
the prisoners had to say to him. Ladies
coming to visit their husbands are mistreated and openly insulted by the
guards.
One of the prisoners once remarked
when he asked to see the sheriff and
failed to do so, that the sheriff of Dona
Ana county was harder to see than
President Cleveland and I am of the
same opinion. If any complaints are
made by the prisoners about mistreatment the answer is very pertinent. It
is to keep out of jail and you won't be
mistreated, very good advice by the way.
I cannot help but believe that there
must bo some humane citizens in the
town of Las Cruces who, if they knew
how tli i i hell on earth was managed,
would attend to the matter and make an
examination, as it is a disgrace to a iy
civilized dirigían community. I pray
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God it may never be my lot to again be

confined therein. The jail at Silver
City is, in comparison, almost like a
first-clahotel. I have not the least
fear of signing my name hereto as every
word is true as the scriptures and can
be readily proven.
Hbbman H. Hansbkro.
ss

Do Yon Want a Good Itnni'h.
first class ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
mean business, Tub Eaolk, Silver City,
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
Write now for particulars.
A

or favor.
NO FUN ABOUT IT
Imagine yourselves, those who may
read these lines, to be living in the beginning of the seventeenth century, in
E.
order to be able to believe what you are
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
about to read. This same Dona Ana
I promise you faithfully. In the lotif?
county jail is, I believe, the foulest and
sitvu lutlf your money, by having
your work neatly ami promptly done to mitt
worst managed jail that it has ever been
yourself, at E. UOSENHKKÜ'8
81 ver
Ity. N. M.
my misfortune to see. I have had very
little experience as a prisoner, confined
in jails, the jail at Silver City and the
F.
one now in discussion being the only
ones I was ever confined in, but I have
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
had a varied experience in western TexINSURANCE.
as, Colorado and other places as ranger,
deputy sheriff, etc., and have even seen
Notary Public.
somewhat of prisons in our sister republic, Mexico, but in none of my extensive
Office tit
travels have I ever seen the equal of this.
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
It is reeking with filth and vermin and
foul,
miasmatic odors. The jail is
E. E. GANDARA.
Binall and badly ventilated and the offal
from the cells and other refuse matter is
GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
allowed to lie in the dump corner of the
cells until it becomes a putrid mass alive
Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
with maggots. The flies attracted by it
Neatly Done.
are like a swarm of bees and it is impossible to rest either day or night.
PRICES REDUCED.
The beds of the prisoners, unless they
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
themselves furnish them, are of ragged
Vunklo St. BllvorCity, N. M.
strips of quilts, alive with vermin and
so filthy that a dog would not lié on
them if left to his own option. The bill
of fare is generally goat meat stew, and
if a person can judge by the meat in
thcfe stews, the goals must be very
g nits far there is more bone and
Guns and Revolvers
Bicyclep,
nerve in the stews than meat. From
of
coffee
strength
would
one
supthe
the
Promptly Repaired.
Itules KeutiOn.iMi..
pose it hud just recovered from a long
Yunlile U. Sliver City. S. M.
attack of the pneumonia. The bread,
of which each man receives three small
Jon.v Bhockman, Pres.
Tnos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
J. V. Caktkk, Casl.ier
pieces about 4X." inches and to thin as
363 9.
tobe transparent, if they were clean
iiough for light to penetrate, which is
Mit the case. Judging from its tenacity
with glue
Hi il looks it must be mixed
ami allowed to solidify in the sun, not
baked, but as wood is scarce and the
SILVER CITY, N. M.
county bankrupt, this may be overCAPITAL
SURPLUS $14,000.
$50,000.
looked.
Advance made on Gold and Silver Bullion.
There are employed to persecute the
EXCHANGE FOR SALE- the poor, unfortunate devils who are so DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
ner-vj.-

ií

The

Sita

ROSENBERG,

Wm.

Lorenz,

Post-offlc- e.

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

City National

Bai,
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CRIST'S CHARGES.
The Hpevlfle Charges bh Mailo In the Supreme Court.
The charges filed in the Supreme Court
. hy District Attorney
Crist against T. B.
Catron and Chas. A. Spicss, stripped of
legal verbiage and repetitions, aro as

4, 11(95.

preliminary examination and at the ron, in his office, attempted to pertrial, was false, and to tell the circum- suade Mauricio Gonzales by offers of
stances under which she gave said false money and otlierwise to make affidavit
that he, Mauricio Gonzales, was not at
testimony.'
That one Max Knobt was a very ma- or near Guadalupe Bridge on the night
terial witness for the territory at the ex- of the 29th of May, 1892, the lime and
amination, testifying thnn that he saw place where Francisco Chavez was killed,
and reconized Francisco Gonzales y and that during the night of the same
Borrego going down Water 'Street after day Charles A.Speiss attempted to pereight o'clock in the evening towards the suade Mauricio Gonzales, by offers of
place where Francisco Chave was killed money or otlierwise, to make affidavit to
within an hour and a half thereafter; the effect above set forth. Indepenthat at the trial Knodt testified difier-entl- y dent Democrat.
as toseeing and recognizing BorreIf In Search of a New Sonxatlnn,
go, and admitted on
that Thomas B. Catron had told him that Try the.effectof a mud bath at Las Vegas
he, Catron, would procure him a railroad Hot Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may be had there, all especially
pass to and from Fort Wingate at any beneficial in rheumatic troubles and distime Knobt desired it; during sahl eases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
trial Catron wrote for a pass for Knobt airoftiiis resort is just the thing for
from Santa Fe to Fort Wingate ami re- tired nerves, and there is nothing so
as few Mexico punshine, especi- turn and received said pass prior to the restful
nllv u'luMi Hiiniilemcnh'd liv such fine
giving of testimony by Knobt, and that 8t,rvee as is given at the Hotel Montezu-o- n
or about June 25. 1895.- Thomas B. ma, reonened June 20. This famous inn
Catron again wrote for and obtained a cannot be excelled anywhere in tho
pass for Knobt; and informant believes Southwest.
Hound-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to
that the promise and giving of said pass Las Vegas Mot Springs from principal
by Catron to Knobt operated as an in- 'point.' Reached only over the Santa Fe
fluence on Knobt to procure a material Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
of "Land of Sunshine," address G.
modification of his testimony in its most copy
T. Nicholi'on, G. P. A., Monadnock
important part.
building, Chicago.
That subsequent to the trial Thinnu
UediH'i-i- l
Katuft to Denver.
B. Catron sought corruptly to prorire
r harmaceutical association Denver
one Bemadino B. Baca to net as a spv in
thn nfliw nf tho ilistrii-- t nttnrni.v fnr tolo A 111. 14 to 24 lH()ii
wÍP.
the purpose of ascertaining what Judge
Laughlm, Governor Thornton, Sheriff
wl,Mt ,irt)t ,.llii!f Htuiuard fare.
Tickets
Cunningham and the district attorney, be conlinous' passage in each direction
or either of them, would say concerning bearing a final limit of August 251 h.
1 ul I"1'
""-nlWod tiuimm-im- s with
......... 1. inru diirin.n
F. D. Kn.Micn. Agent.
...0..
intimat-!
the trial, thereby assuming and
ing that some or all of the last mentioned
persons knew there had been tamper- ing with said jury and would talk about
it in the office of the district attorney
'TEN CENT STORE.
That on a certain day, shortly prior to
the beginning of the trial, Thomas B, i.
Drives in DRY GOODS and
Catron called one Rosa Gonzales y Haca,
CLOTHING !
mother of Lniz Gonzales and Mauricio Special Bargains in LADIES',
Gonzales, both very material witnesses GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
for the Territory, to his office, and SHOES.
sought to persuade her, by offering her
Also a full line of GLASSto procure her .i:
money and other-wisami CROCKERY.
WARE
sons to testify falsely.
Vo
w'll
HAP
CH
everything
That on a certain day during the ws-- !
sion of the legislature, Thoma.s B. Cat- FOR CASH.

follows:
That one Ike Nowell had been a material witness for the territory at the
preliminary examination of the Chavez
murderers before "Judge Seeds, during
the month of January, 1894, and was,
at the time of the beginning of the trial
confined in the New Mexico penitentiary ;
that it appeared by the testimony of Ike
Nowell that Thomas B. Catron had gone
out to the penitentiary after the beginning of the trial to see Nowell and to persuade him to testify differently at the
trial then progressing from what ho had
testified at the preliminary examination.
That in opening the case of the prosecution to the jury the District Attorney
opened the confession of one of the defendants, Francisco Gonzales y Borrego,
to one Dominga Apodaca, and that subsequently, and prior to the calling of
Dominga Apodaca to testify, Charles A.
Spiess went to Las Vegas to see Dominga
Apodaca to induce or corruptly procure
her not to testify against Borrego.
That one Lniz Gonzales was an important and very material witness for
the territory at said preliminary
n
before Judge Seeds and that
Charles A. Spiess, on the 7th day of
October, 1894, offered Luiz Gonzales ten
dollars if he wouid make affidavit that
Governor Thornton had paid him money
'
to testify as he did at the preliminary
examination.
That one Porfilia Martinez do Strong
was a very important witness for the
defense in said preliminary examination,
and when she was under
at the trial she testified that what
she had testified to at the preliminary
examination, and in her examination in
chief at the trial, was false in the only
material part, and further that she had
been summoned by ono Fred Thayer,
who falsely represented to her that he
had an order from the court to that
effect; that she was brought from Lamy
to Santa Fe in the night time, and was
after twelve o'clock at night taken to the The
CLARK-office of Catron & Spiess and kept there
during the balance of the night, had her
WHITSON-LEITC- H
breakfast brought to her in the office,
had a conversation with Thomas B. Catron, was taken from the office to the
court house where 'she testified, was
, then'taken back to the office and kept
there until the train left for Lamy toEL PASO, TEXAS,
AUWQUEÜQUE. S. 3.,
11!) Snn Emuchci) .S','.
S03 Jia ilrmul A e .?:.
ward midnight, when she was taken in
a hack to the train by Fred Thayer. It
was after this that she came back from Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer ;! many fumilus with whom they lm'-- dealt.
Lamy to Santa Fe of her own volition to
Tuning of l'i:ii:o' n Grant coiinty attended to.
tell that her testimony, given at the
Write them for catalogue of new style Piami, T liy
exam-inatió-
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Times calls at- gold-buorgan,- but Editor ;McClure
tention to the complaint that very seems to have discovered-tea- t.
there is
many parts of the country are without somethi-a- dead-uphe cr
the banking facilities thatbey need. .Constitution.,,., ....
,
IV; shows that the whole number of
banks ia.less than if was three years
WHAT SILVER ASKS.
agji, and less tliun it waslast year, and
to an Equality with
sayi tbeiÍrculation has ceased to per- It I to Be Restored
Oóld At the Mints.
form the fuuetions expected of it The
atAtlanta, Ga.1 a few
In his speech
Tienes concludes 'there is, therefore, an weeks ago, Hon. W. J. Bryan, of Nealiéolutecessity to modify 'jhé bank- braska, among many other good things,
ing law.s'i'unless we are 'surrender said:
.
'
all tle many advantages of ban-o- f
does the free and unlimited
"What
iSiue-udepend entirely upon íóur coinage óf silver mean? It means the
presen irrational and dangerous issues coinage.of silver, "without restriction.
of'go'vernmcnt paper.' This' is a live
It nieans iid' restriction as' to the
issue and .one in which there are great .ampuntJp' be coined. When a man
possibilities. It will prove a hundred goes to
thp min t with gold, he takes as
times more exciting than tariff sched- mitch as lje pleases., lie.. can., take 1,- v
ules."
f.OCO or 100,000,000 and have it coined
NoWf this i'S.intcii3s.ing.,)ÍEhe Phila- 'into gold dollars. They - do not ask
delphia Times, owing to its connep-tion- him where it came from, how he got it
is one of the ñvóst tómpttht 0p- - or how much he' intends to bring.
nents, of (he: restoration of silver to That is what we ask for silver.
bo found in the country, and yetitpcr-ocives- -'
is' embraced in these
"Our
that tho money .question-..possessewprds: The r immediate restoratiop
a vitality that will-nopermit restoration is the word, for we are asktho matter tó bedisposed of until some ing for nothing buttliat which existed
adequate remedy 'for the present condi- lip until 1874 and the free and unlimtion of affairs can be found and ap- ited coinage of cold and silver at a
'
'
plied. ' '
rnt.in nf 1ft in 1 wít.hnut. wait.ínff fñr nnv
The Times, admits that .something is other nation to take a hand, the dolwrong. The national banks are retir- lars thus coined to Vé legal ' tender for
ing from. business and those hatjretain all debts, public and private ''
their names and carry on banking have
"A silver dollar in 1873 was legal
largely' withdrawn' tlieir notes from tender;
it is a money to be recirculation. Exeept.aAo the specific deemed. Yet' it contains tho samp
purposo for which it' was intended at amount of silver. Up to 1353 the coin-ag- o
the time of
the supof subsidiary coin was unlimited.
plying of a market for government By subsidiary coina re I mean 50 cent
bonds the national banking system 25 cents and 10 cents. Yet it became
lias proven itself to bo a stupendous .necessary to reduce these coins' .'in
faróéíilM has. outlined, ,is usefnlncss weight in order to keep them in this
except' for the one single and imple country, and 'they were thus made to
function of lendln;,' money and shavi ir; 1)0 less in intrinsic value than the dol- or discounting notos; for not only is lar mey were sup-jos1 10 oe parts or.
rne.crrculátjoi Jof
'pieces 'did
In ot,er wor.s two
r
furnish a mar- not contuin as much silver'us a dóllar.
ing, but they, nq lo.n.-rcket for United States'' bonds. This i i lifter ' thnt change. And they were
shown by the fact that when Mr. ;nado token money. '
Cleveland wanted to make.Jiis last is"Silver dollars Were, made token
sue of 'bonds lie Wits compelled 'Ho pay .nirjtley in.lS"! anci.'reraained inthajt'
a British syndicate a bonus of nine or S'fiinuoh. Irt 1S78 the'' Sherman act
milten million dollars foir" sixty-fiv- e
v't's nade a iViw un.l tliiS ívasla effect
lion in gold.
ii'n'til 'isM' If wé nVó to havC free coinMore than this, and leaving the naage of siH'er u o must not insert in that
tional banks out of. vie w,M.he decrease law a Víí 'restioh, a.s appears' 'in the
in tho total volume of circulation'liist Sherman ic t'.íiit silver is not a metal
year, accord ing to tho treasury reports, upon the same basis as
'" K"" ' "'
0,000,000 ami this does
is about
includp. the large amount of gold ExltiniAr.ir.iinm.
ported which has not returned and
Bimetallism, as its a.Jyocates interThe facts
shows noi'n of retui niu
are that in every part of this country pret the mo .nin of .the word, moans
tl.c no of both gold
where wealth is produced there has
;id silver :;s,st .nnlnr I m.mey on. terms
'Pe'en and. is "now a. ciarrency'fumiue. ;
i
Only in tho money centers, where the pf absolute equality. It t not thostate
á
of
.finances
dollar, is to
where
silver
products of labor are made the playregarded as a promise to pay in
things of speculation, is there a sufli-oi..- be
supply of money, on which to do gold. It js where tho two metals, ara
invested with the same privileges at
IVusiness, and- "in these.- centers tlie
tho mint .This, is what the word
.:.'
money is held and hoarded; '
v
There is but ono remedy and that is means until .the .moaning is changed. '
to increase the volume of money of W. J. Bryan.
The coinage of silver and gold, our
:final payment by restoring to .JtTour
stock of silver." When that is done our only constitutional currency, ri tr;ii;U
terms, is all that silver ndvocuU.i is si.--.

..... -- jg
me dean Nmvjfijw.rn,
.
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'The Philadelphia 'Times'is'a 'rank

.

'"Tjfto Philadelphia
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THE SUN.

leisure, but uptil that is
done, it is id? to talk about making
further additions of paper' móncy 'tó
corrected,

The Komedy Will lie Found In an Increase
of the Volume of Money by the Itcatora-tlo- n
of Silver.
.
In the Washington Post we find those
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
An Appeal for Fundi to Párenme
Bar Collection of Ancient Pottery.

There are twenty-fiv- e
men now at
work on the McDemott mine at Carlisle.
The main shaft is now down 200 feet,
where there is eight feet of pay ore,

drifts are being run in both directions
level. As soon as the drifts
at the
Santb Fb, Aug 27. So much has been are in far enough for the men to be out
Baid and written at various times as to of the way work will be resumed on the
the importance of keeping the best main shaft and sinking continued. Tho
specimens of New Mexican antiquities mine looks better at the bottom than
ia.New Mexico itself, that it is not any where else and the indications are
worth while to enlarge on that subject that it will prove to be the biggost pronow. Full of objects of interest as, our ducer in Southern New Mexico.
territory is, it would be a shame if we
The town of San Marcial was visited
did not preserve a collection of them to by a destructive flood
Frida y afternoon
remain in there own locality to the end and the damage to propert y was very
of time. Yet a few years ago it really considerable. The streets were-- covered
seemed as if the only part of the world with three feet of water. The principal
losses were: Santa Fe track, $1,000; A.
where there would not be such a col- B. Easley,
$300; Mrs. Kuhn, $200;
lection was New Mexico itself. The Church parsonage, $300; H. Jay ne, $400;
Smithsonian Institute and National D. Campbell, $1000; Bird Dyer, $500:
Museum were swooping down every year Dr. Cruickehank, $300; B. Dean, $300,
besides the loss of several abodes. The
and carrying off our choicest relics. Harvey
House corral and stock also
Foreign museums were being filled sustained damage.
while we are being deprived of the hisLOST CENTURIES AGO.
toric objects that would be of most in- Specmlatlonj
m to the rate f Sir Walter
terest to us in the future.
Balelfh'i Colony.
One of the most romantic lerenda of
It has been the aim of the Historical
society to preserve to the territory as far American history is that connected
as possible good samples of all its anti- with the name of Virginia Dare, the
first white child of English descent
quities. It has to work almost without born on American
soil, and the colony
means, and so cando but little compara of which her parents were members.
tively, but still it has succeeded to some 1 he colony was sent from England by
extent. The purchase of the Cole col- Sir Walter Raleigh in 1587, and landed
lection was a great point, but that was on Roanoke island under Gov. John
done by private subscriptions of public White, who soon went back to England
for supplies, and though he had left
spirited citizens.
his own family on the island, did not
Now another opportunity presenta IU come back for three years. When he
self. We all know that the finest old came back the colony had disappeared,
tho-igthere was no evidence that it
pottery is only found in the western part
of Socorro county. It is beautiful, curi- had been the victim of violence or
famine.
had simply moved, and had
ous and rare, and good specimens always Indicated It
where it had gone. Gov.
bring good prices. The Historical so- White seems to have been singularly
ciety has never been able to buy but a Indifferent to the fate of his family,
few pieces, while a number of admirable whose place of refuge he seems to have
collections have gone east or to Europe. known, and he did not prosecute any
search for them in person, though Sir
I have a letter before me from one of Walter Raleigh
sent five unsuccessful
the best known excavators, accom pained expeditions to find the colony.
by a photograph of a collection he now
In the
Magazine
has for sale. It includes nearly 150 per- Frances Jones Melton gives the reasons
fect vessels and about forty others slight- lor maintaining that the descendants
ly injured It is worth at usual rates of the lost colony have been found in
the Croatans, on Lumber river, a mixed
about $600. The owner needs money people of English
and Indian descent,
quickly and it can be bought, now for who bear English names, and many of
$200. The territorial society ought to whom have the gray eyes, fair complexhave it and keep it here forever. This ion and blonde hair of the Anglo-Saxocan only be done if patriotic people will In the reconstruction period the name
of Henry Bell Lowrie was very familimmediately come forward and furnish
iar. He was classed as an author, and
the money.
was prosecuted and persecuted toy the
I appeal therefore for immediate re- authorities of the reconstructed state,
sponses to secure this collection. Send to whom everybody not of mixed white
the money, and If not enough is secured, blood was a negro. This classification
was vigorously
by Lowrie and
it will be returned. Perhaps some one his people, who resented
are proud of their deman or woman will send the $200 and scent and have kept themselves distinct
have the collection named for him or her. from whites, negroes and Indians alike.
But do not wait for that. Send what Miss Melton gives a very Interesting
you oan, by mail, and we will secure the account of these peculiar people, and
prtoe. Every good New Mexican should the evidence she summarizes makes a
strong support for her claims that they
help about this. L, Bhadford Phinck,
are the descendants of Sir Walter's lost
President N, M, Historical Society. colony.
,.
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A Tale of Two Nations

should be read by every
one who has read Coin's
Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
The Eagle who pays a
year's subscription in advance. It will open the
eyes of thousands wrho are
unacquainted with the par-

ticulars concerning the
monetization of silver.

de-

Send in your subscription today.
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The News Is trto only ennslstJ'nt chumpton
of silver In the west, and should bo In every
home In the wort, and In the hundí of every
miner and business miin In New Mexico.
Send In your sulmerlptloiis at once.
All commuiileullou uiuai uv uddrussed to
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News Printing Co., Denver, CpJo.

THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY.
County School Superintendent Link
not been able as yet to make another
apportionment to the different sel. o l
districts there is. only eight huidred
dollars at his disposal and the amount
lias been scarcely increased since the
lirst of July.
A force of ' Santa Fe carpenter.i have
made needed improvements at the
temporary station below town. The
ticket ollice in 'now of the lower floor.
J. J. McEwen has decided to continue
in the fruit and produce business and the
sale between him 'and Mews' Xe.'f a id
,"'
White has been declared off.

1l5.

4.
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NEW CAPITAL.

BRAZIL'S

litiH

The Propo83d Sito Selected by

the Government Oommlgalon.-

-

Popular Demand for the Removal of Official Headquarters from IMo de Janeiro A Project That Looks
Very Unpromising.

tree irom yellow fever,
and naturally this point is made much
of, as it is eighteen hours by railway
from. Rio not liable to be bombarded
the next time the fleet revolts or the
republic feels it necessary to flatter
the electors by insulting a European
power.
And there the scheme is likely to
end. The report will be printed, and
possibly debated. But it is quite ceras
tain that the new capital is y
far off as it was before the commissioners set out on their travels. For to
build even the bare outlines of a government city would cost more millions
of milreis than Brazil can obtain credit
for on the money markets! Railways
must, in the first place; be constructed
to the' chosen spot. Otlices for the state
business, legislative buildings, and a
host of similar necessities must be provided, even if private enterprise erected
hotels and houses, and a municipality
which does not exist undertook to lay
out roads, make drains, erect gas and
water works, and generally constitute
this capital in the outer world fairly
habitable. And, of course, barracks
would have to be built, otherwise a
change of government might be suddenly precipitated by the opposition
playing Cromwell on a large scale, by
not only turning out the legislature,
but what would be much worse by
putting tho late otii.cials in jail, and
their adh.crenjs in the posts recently
filled by then. All this, it may be
added, is apart from the endless political difficulties inherent in the proposal,
all of which are perfectly well known
'
.
to those

After leisurely searching for more than
two years, the scientific commission appointed to find a site for the new Brazilian capital has reported. And as nobody except themselves knows anything about the chosen locality, their
data, if not their conclusions, will, no
The contract for (lie conduction of the doubt, be received with all the respect
new Santa Fe depot at this point . has due to so well diseussod a question.
lieen awarded to M. Council, a builder of Naturally, the first point to be consid
ered is whether Brazil needs a new
Toneka, Kansas.
capital. ' In Rio de Janeiro it has a
Miss Joan Warren left Wednesday for splendid city, of historic fame, with all
Palo Alto, where she will attend the the buildings and other offices required
so that to
famous Stanford University. A large for a seat of government,
people less endowed with a mania for
numlier of her friends assembled at the brand-neconstitutions than the
depot to bid her farewell and wish her quondam subjects of Dom Pedro it may
God speed on the journey. Miss Warseem as needless for the Brazil-to leave Rio
iun federal rulers
ren has been one of the brightest 'stu
dents in attendance at the Silver City as it would hn for the monarchial
ones to leave London for the Wolds,
schools and she will undoubtedly mainof Yorkshire. But Brazil "enjoys"
at.
as
well
as
abroad
reputation
her
tain
home rule to such an extent that every
home.
state or province is in itself a little reToe Silver Citv Evh.k hai e ,nileted public, which as the world is by this
aware-- is
at intervals struggling
its lirst voluinn, and is one of the very time
to break loose from the rest of the conin
Grant
published
best newspapers
federation. Each of the provincial capicounty,. An editorial mention states that tals is naturally jualous of Rio, and of
its first year has been prosperous and the splendid opportunities which the
local politicians of that city have for
the Headlight can only extend co
and best wishes that the place, and pelf, and pronuneiamentos.
Hence the outcry, says the London
future will be even more so. Mcndliglr.
Standard, for a more centrally situated
Juan Trujillo, arresti d on the charge capital, the inhabitants of which shall
of being implicated in the Gonzale.-murde- r be less subject to corrupt influences
than those of a great city like the preson the Mimbres last sprii e,
ent metropolis. The result was the
from ciistodv Saturday nr. bond.
appointment of a commission of geologists, engineers, meteorologists, doctors,
astronomers and political economists,
FLEMING CATTLE C O
to report on some desirable locality for
this ideal capital, with a goodly guard
hell i lg lll;t of soldiers to protect them, in caso tho
vicii.ii V.
wild Indians of the interior might entertain a pivj.nlice against the disturbl'lisiolHc' :
ance of their primeval forests. Twenty
Silver v it;
thousand p. mds wir.i voted for the exV
1
V'
penses of 'Hi. i parly, the consequence of
whose impedimenta 'required tho services of one hundred and eighty horses,
mules a:id it '.Vs I5iu?.l is. however,
rt
so large a land that: had the explorers
Í.1
GUAMLUf
received ' a rovin.f 'coi!iiiiÍ!Í.sioti. they'
UKI'AIKINI! ;kati.
might haw died of old age.'of "yellow
AND
jack," or by Indians, long before thoy
I'liOMITi.V IH'NT.
had examined a tr.'.ie of the possible
Prices r :i ii'i:iMi, it in sites suite. for the purpose indicated.
;j s;it!sliicti(ili piihnnili'i i.
Their attention was. therefore, devoted
HI o.i mi Xn !. I Mrrel
to the Brazilian highlands northwest
of Rio a rolling country covered with
stunted trees and grass, inhabited by a
lace, reputed to be too
lazy to either rob or murder, and too
ninnllilj
na lllil.lo Kil.nl. H ll
few to be of any account, if forced to
1, W..m.u'i Hal.
H.IC.ouiM n.rvoumeu mil liy.lol Md W.lul'l la yrrlrct
fight for their birthright. It is in this
l'tll.
U.llli. SM liyiliumtlHmlil...nlir l
'
K
f'm ont dru. region
If "
m.llxl un uniillwiuiB.
ft
IH l'H'1 to T"
that tho commissioners have
In
ini.fri.tor
lh
to
ut
ruil
II
l.i
OlirliF.BUU)1Wliol"lD"'M'iM
m'mhi.
found the sought for site, on a plateau
wt
- will rcntnre Onrf Hlr mil Whlrttr lo browo four thousand feet above the a.;i level.
r- g fc. nl f or buck in ii w wluum 11 Uiilli.
'

1

--

1

eone-evned- .

Tur: itiul Armenian.
The feeling of the Turks against the
Armenians is very bitter now. Talk of
massacreing them is very common i:
the coffee houses of Constantinople.
The situation is very critical. We d i
not know what may turn up before,
e
help arrives. We have hopes that
is going to do s.melhing forpo;;r
Armenia. There will never be a.;
peace while the Ti rk i.i left in r.olj t ;
even leadie;; con; rol over Chri.iti.! i
subjects. L'..:ivty and eq::lity arc. impossible for them under Moslem rule.
Joint conli'Jl by Hiiro'can powo'.i
would see-.- : to lit) the i.iost pruj'iij&Mv
mid beiieli.::.! i::etht:d ut resent, rai.Ii-e- r
than giving it over to any one power,
especially if that be her nearest neigh- .

bor.
Out of I.avc fur

.

BOOT&

i;

SHOE

1

MAKER

PHILOTOKEM

pixir-spirito- d

.".1

other.

notable ca:;e of filial loro came to
light in I i:'...!u:r;ih a ie.w days nfo.
says the J.'ew York S;::i, wlicu a
i.oit ca'..;e to the o'. i:c
of un aid .soe.Lty to chum his mother,
who is two ycuis past tho century
mark, from whom ho had been separated by the long illness of both. It
was shown that tho man had remained
a bachelor all his life in order to care
for his mother. Thoy came from Ireland thirty years ago. find had lived together since that lime, as they had
previously in the old country, until
live months ago, when both were taken
sick and had to be removed to a hoa- pital.
A
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'OLE

DAN.

vatehing

He Had a Close Call, But He Wasn't how up
Quite Licked.
roses."

There is an old raftsman on the Susquehanna river whose proud boast it is
that he has never been whipped in a
fight. This means a good deal, for the
sturdy raftsmen are all splendid specimens.
Fights over the most trivial
matters are of daily occurrence.
"Ole
Dan," as he is called, says the New
York Journal, has now grown very
feeble and rheumatic, but he is never
tired of recounting his exploits as a
fighter when he was a young man.
The old fellow always stoutly affirms
that he has never been licked, but after
a good deal of pressing he can sometimes remember that he once came
very near being soundly thrashed.
"Yes, sir, the nearest I came to being whipped was over twenty years
ago. I was carting a load of logs up to
the mill one powerful hot day in August.
The sun was
fit to
sizzle your brains. As I was goin' alongside of a wood which threw a shadow
just half way across the road I met a
man in a buggy coming straight at me.
" 'Turn out.'sez he.
" 'Turn out into the sun yourself,' sez
I.
"Well, after that we came to words,
Bimeby we came to blows.
"We fit till the sun went down and
then I turned out."
"Oh, you did turn out for him then,
Dan?"
"Yes, when the sun went down the
shadow was all over the road. I didn't
care then. That was the nearest I ever
came to being whipped."
EXPENSIVE

a pretty girl nibble a.
eighteen dollars' worth o.

SULLIVAN'S

NARROW

ESCAPE.

lie Might Have Been Killed by a Lot of
Impocunloua Ujiublers.

New stories of Maurice Jeuks, the
English gambler, known as "The Baccarat King,""are told whenever American travelers get together. Jenks, says
the Cincinnati Enquirer, who is a generous man and a good friend, is also a
very game man. It was Jenks who
bucked Mitchell against Sullivan in
France. When the party got back to
England Sullivan was informed of some
remarks Jeuks had made at the ring
upon his professional ability,
and he swore that lie would make Jenks
oat his words. That evening Sullivan,
.tali under the influence of liquor,
visited the Empire theater, and Jenks
was pointed out to him on the promenade. The prize fighter went to the
gambler, who is about five feet six
inches tall, and began: "You're the fellow that backed Mitchell against me."
"Well," retorted Jenks, sharply, "if
somebody didn't put up the money for
you loafers to fight for you'd have to
work for a living."
Sullivan did not pursue the conversation further, and when it was intimated to Jenks that he had narrowly
escape a thrashing he said: "Why,
there were twenty men hanging around
there who are borrowing anywhere
from a shilling to a sovereign a day
from me, and they would be so eager
to prove their gratitude that if that big
rutilan had ever laid his hands on me
they'd have killed hiiu."

NONCHALANCE.

of an Innocent Young Han
with a Hungry GlrL
A certain young man living on the
North side went out to call the other
evening upon a young woman of his acquaintance whom he especially delighted to honor. He was quite a
young man, says the Chicago Tribune,
and his experience with florists had
been neither deep nor varied. It occurred to him, however, on this particular evening to stop at a flower merchant's and choose some blossoms for
the pretty girl towards whose home he
was wending his way.
"Give me a bunch of roses," he said,
carelessly, to the man of nosegays.
"Yes, sir how many, please?"
"0, a couple of dozen or so."
In a' few moments they were ready,
and the purchaser was feeling in his
vest pocket for a
bill to pay
for them, "llow much?" he asked before the bill made its appearance.
"Eighteen dollars, sir," replied the
florist's assistant, with what his hearer said afterward seemed diabolical
glibnes8.
The young man felt giddy for a moment. He had unwittingly selected
roses that were seventy-fiv- e
cents
apiece. But, as has been said, he was
very young, and it seemed to him a
very serious thing to go down before
that flower clerk. So he paid his
money and took his bouquet, "and,"
he says, "I spent the next hour

18H6.

Overloo ed for Once.

Experience

i

very humorous story, and of course
it is a true one, is told of a former superintendent of a Maine shoe factory.
One of the employes not doing his part
us the superintendent desired was discharged, but on the next day was
found in his place at work. "What are
you here for? Didn't I discharge you
yesterday?" asked the superintendent.
"Yes, sir; but if you don't do it again
I'll overlook it this time," was the response. The superintendent was so
dazed by the man's answer that he
turned away, not knowing just what to
say. The joke of the matter was that
the man stayed at his work for more
than a year afterwards and was paid
regularly. We don't give this as a recipe for unsatisfactory workmen. It
won't work every time.
A

two-doll-

The Undertaker Bee.

There was serious trouble in a

su-

burban beehive the other day, and in
the midst of the excitement several
bees dragged out one of their dead and
left it on the edge of the hive. Many
bees came and went, leaving the dead
body unnoticed, hut after awhile came
along the undertaker bee. He seized
the body, flew off with it some yards
and dropped it in the grass. The operation was repeated with another dead
bee, and, as before, those whose duty
lay in other directions left to the
of carrying off the
undertaker the
body.

tn.

C)li's Financial School
has made more converls to the silver cause than any other publication. Wo will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to

The Eagle in advance. Send $2
and get The Eagle and this valuable book.

Address

The Eaglf,
Silver City, N. M.
GTORY

Or
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MISSING DASY.

Curious Experience of a Parlniun Lady of
Position.

The recent experience of a Tarisian
lndv of position, writes Miranda in the
Lady's Pictorial, may serve as a useful
warning to some of my readers who
reside abroad. The lady in question
returned from a ball one night much
earlier than she had given her servants
reason to expect, and to her consternation found three members of her
household missing, the nurse, the
housemaid and the baby! Greatly
terrified, she rushed to the concierge
to make inquiries, and after some prevarication the man informed her that
the two servants, fancying their mistress would not return for some hours,
had gone to a notorious daninr place,
taking the baby with tl.cm, and there
the lady would be certain to find all
three "quito safo and sound." As the
master of the house wua absent, the
distracted mother went to seek u malo
relative, and together they vi.sited the
locality indicated, where t'.iey found
he two women drinking with friends,
but no baby. In reply to frantij inquiries after her child, the housemaid
impudently told her mistress whoso
smartest new gown she had borrowed
for the evening, by the way "that
madam need not excite herself . the
infant was in good hanl;." At first
she refused to say where; but by dint
of threats it was dragged from her
that the child had been taken to a low
inn close at hand. Here the enraged
parent found her precious offspring
asleep in a filthy bed with eight other
children, who were all being taken
charge of at one franc fif-- y centimes a
head while their nurses enjoyed themselves.
Needless to nay, the two
wretches were dismissed on the spot.
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CATCHING DOGS
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OKLAHOMA. hazel eyes. Mr. Fisher thought him the
handsomest man' in the' courtroom.
How the People Deal with Curs That
Nevertheless, Lydia Clark, a kinsHave Forfeited All Right.
Down in Oklahoma they have many ' woman of Harmon, testified for tho
queer ways and queer things. The way state that, according to family tradition,
they dispose of outlaw dogs, 6ays the some years before the revolutionary
Kansas City Star, would cause a citizen war broke out, when she was a little
of Kansas City, who is used to the com- -' girl, their ancestress, a woman of Irish
paratively peaceful ways of the dog birth, owning and cultivating a farm in
catcher and his wire noose and pro-- , the Indian river hundred, Sussex counfanity, a shock. They have neither' ty, a few miles from Lewes, bought of
wagon nor noose in Oklahoma cities, a slaver that was driven into Lewes
but they ' have few stray curs which creek a negro slave who professed to
have forfeited their right to live be- be a chief of one of the Congo tribes.
cause they have no master. Not long The woman, whose namo was Regua,
ago a Kansas City man stood" on one of shortly after married her slave, and her
the principal streets of a bustling town, children, not being allowed to associate
looking up and down and figuring on with the whites, intermarried with the
the tablet of his miud a future great remnant of the Nanticoke Indians, then
city, when up the street he heard the still living in Sussex county. The witreport of a gun and saw a crowd of ness, a very old woman, looked like an
people run in every direction. "Ah!" Indian of pure blood..
These people for several generations
he thought, "a tragedy. What luck."
For your ordinary peaceful citizen likes were confined principally to the southnothing better than the stimulus of a eastern part of Sussex county, but have
shock of that kind when in a country, since gone into Kent county, and even
into - Newcastle county.
with a reputation for desperate deeds northward
and men. Stand in the street was a They have always refused to associate
Although
small man holding a smoking shotgun, with the colored people.
and writhing upon the ground was a1 chiefly engaged in farming, they have
big yellow dog. Another shot and the managed to pick up sufficient mechandog was dead. Then the crowd ical skill to build their own houses.
swarmed in and the man with the gun Mr. Fisher says that they are thrifty,
wormed his way out, followed by a industrious, frugal and law abiding.
crowd of adoring small boys. It was He has known of but two instances
the city dog catcher. No noose and where one of the race was brought into
long torture for dogs in that town. court for a violation of law. One case
The city executioner just loads ivp his was that of Sockum and the other of a
gun and goes out and cancels a dog or man charged with attempted murder,
two, and then collects a salary from the but acquitted.
'
'
town.
new Women
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MOORS OF DELAWARE.
A Curious People Who Llvo by Thcmselve

England.

Kocent Judicial Opinions Which Will
terest Them.

In-

,

Two or three of her majesty's judges
There has been much speculation have given expression to sentiments of
Moors living in particular interest to womankind; says
about the
Kent and Sussex counties, Del. These the New York.. Sun. Thus Sir Forest
Fulton, the Recorder Smyth of the Lon- people are usually swarthy, black-hairedon
criminal courts,, instructed a jury
black-eyethough someand
of a., woman
times of a fair complexion. They are that "bigamy on the part from,
a
was
very
different
tiling
bigamy
mostly farmers. They'have their own
on the part of a mant and the jury
schools distinct from the general pub-- ,
must require strong evidence that the
lie school system, and they associate
was aware .that her husband
prisoner
neither with whites nor with blacks. was
alive when she contracted her sec
One theory has been that they are of
ond marriage."
the Moorish race, and that their ancesThe judge of another court when tak
tors were Spanish Moor wrecked on
ing his seat on the bench saw some one
the coast more than a cuntury now
in the public gallery wearing a stand
Another tradition represents them as ing collar and
d
with a cap
descendants of the Nantkokc Indians. on his ,head..
off.,that hat up
"Take
Ueorge P. Fisher a lawyer Ion;,' practhere 1". cried .the judge. severe There
ticing iu Delaware, wn tos to the
was no movement. "Takeoff that hat,
Herald to pruseiit wlml he rojjar.ls sir!" came the orderugain,.in
the stern-- I
as satisfactory evidence iih t the
est tones from the bench.
,.,.,
I
byeu
of these people. lo h;is.
I'
in a weak voice
came
Then
reply
the
quainted with these p:o;;li! all hblL";;.
irom me gaileryi :i ..f ;i ;,
Noke Norwood, a giant of lliu.tViby,
"Please, your honor, it's a lady."
.
black-haireerect and
at seventy-ilv-.-The
judge started for a momenV&nd
he knew from childhood. Ir When Mr. then exclaimed:
'n(, .. ui
general
attorney
of
became
tho
Fisher
'
"A woman, is it? .Then Vliyidoes
state he was called upon to prosecute she dress like
that?"
Letfih Sockum, one 'of the race, for sellThere was no explanation, and. the
to
of
Isaiah Harmon
ing ammunition
business of the court went on.
.i
the same- - race, tlie indictment havin;;
Another judge decided, to the com
b.ien found under a statute of Delawaiv slernation of
English house vi res, that
making it a misdemeanor to sell arms or a mistress, has no right to compel scry;
ammunition to any negro or mulatto.-Harmo- ants to.pay for broken., crockery
was a man of twenty years,
them without notice for such
with excellent Caucasian features,
it is the agreement when,
dark chestnut hair, rosy cheeks and the servant is encrared
,
and Are Variously Accounted For.

'
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Associates
N. R. I.atiKhlln, y
J
O. I). 11a nlz,
W. It. Wa ton. C ork Third Judicial iMstrict
Surveyor General
Charles F. Kasloy,
U. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
U.S. District Attorney
J. It. HemniliiRway,
U . P. uitmiui
IMIWarU Li. Mail,
II. V. I.oomls.
Denutv U.S. Marshal
.1. W. I'lenilnu.
U. S. Coal Mine inspector

.1. II walker, Santa l'o Keirister i.anu uiuce
Pedro Delirado. Santa F Kec'v'r Land Ollice
John D. ltryan, LnsCrur.es Keis'r Land Ollice
J. I'. Asm rute, Las Cruces, Kec'v'r L'd Olllco
Ken r i.uuo umra
Hicham Young, Koswell
W. O. Cosirrove, Koswell, Kec'v'r Land olllco
W. W. Hoyle, Clayton,
Kefi'r Land Office
11. C. Plckels, Clayton,
Kec'v'r Land Ollice

TBHIUTOIUAI..

d

...

'U.i-.;.-:

faults-.u-nles-

s

Solicitor General
District attorney
"
"
"

I. Victory,

J.

I. II. Crist, Santa Fo,

K. L. YouiiK,

Las Cruces,

T. N. Wllkerson. Alb'que.
A. II. Harllee. Silver City,
11. M. Dauiiherty, Socorro,
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas,

"
"
"

John Franklin, Eddy,
Jose Segura,

",

Librarian

Clerk Supremo Court
II. S. Clancy,
E. II, HerL'inann.Superlnteiideiit Penitentiary
Adjutant General
Geo. W. knuebel,
Treasurer
Samuel Kldodt.
Auditor
Supt, of Schools
Coal Oil Inspector

Marcelino Garcia,
Amado ('have.,
M. S. Hart.

COUllT OF PRIVATE

LAND CLAIMS.

'

Joseph K. Keed. of lowa, Chief Justice.
Associate Just ires Wilbur F. Stone, of Colorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
of Tennessee;. 'Henry I!.
William M. Murray,
'
""
Slnss. of Kansas!
United
f Missouri,
MattG. Reynolds,
States Attorney.

G. K.

;

Probate Judge
Treasurer.
Probate Clerk

R. V. Newslmm..
N. A. Itollch.
E. M. Young,
ltaylnr Sliiiunon,
A. It. Laird.

T..N.Chllders.

.

.
coim-TY-

Sheriff.

Collector
';' Assessor
'
"
Surveyor
Commissioner
r Commissioner
:
Commissioner
School Superintendent
'

'

J. N. I'pton.
A. J. Clark,
Thomas Foster

''

It. T. Link.

'

'

CITY'
i yor
Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
ui'sl.al

Fleming. :
W. Carter.
Wm. F. Loreni.
Frank Wright.
C. L. Culitley.

J.
J.

VV.

.

IIO.Mtn OK KDIICATION.

'

Wm. Itrahm,

Ilcnnctt.

C.

U. L. l'owel.
WÜNCII.MKN.

White.

M. K.

'

Jas. Glll.ctt,

Geo.

MaitliLiMaher

four-in-han-

Mil-ford

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice.

Tilomas H. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
morion niiiicr.
Thomas Smith,
:s. c. collier,
II. It. Hamilton.

KIUK

1).

Jones.,

IlKPAUTMKNT.

T ."A. Hkrlly
I'lilef
' '
Assistant Chief
Si, George Koblnson
'
Foreman, K. It. Hose Co.
C. C. While. .ill
" Foreman. .1. W. F. Ilnse Co
St' vu I'hlc
W. F. Lori-nForeman. Hook and Ladn'erl o

S

I. til
to

'i

'ver City
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open d.illy exoept Sin, day. from
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::
Sundii s from ui tti. toll p. m. .
Ma. 1.. ses for Fo;ltayard, Centnil. Handalpoints
railroad
all
over. Gei.retown and
ly lit 9:25 a.m.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate i olnU at '8 it', in., Mondays,' Wednesdays'
and
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Ma'l closes for l'luos Altos dally except
'
Sundays lit 4:1ft p. in.
from the east, went and south
,Mab
dally at p. in;
Si. A arrtv
from Mogollón aiul lulurniedl-- '
iit 7 it. in., Wednestlnys. Fridays
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A Florida Town Wholly Uwud and
by Colored People.
Eaton ville, Fla., is a place wherein

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
ill practice in all tlio courtH of the terri-
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tory. OHiee corner Texas and
Spring streets.
SILVER PITY

AMES 8. FIELDER,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office In Broadway Hotel
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PICKET.
ATTORNEY

AT LAW.
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N. M.

H. HARLLEE.
ATTORNEY

I'lstilct Attorney
SILVER CITY

AT LAW.
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and Sierra.

of Grant
pj.

M.

TOHM M. GINN.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice In all the Courts of
Territory.

SILVER CITY

p
v.

n,

M.

T. PHILLIPS.

.PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

at Bailey's drug Store. Room's at

Office

Dr. Bailev's reulil.
SILVER CITY
WILLIAMS

"

the

A

N. M.

GILBERT.

PHYSICIANS AND KUUGEONS.

Office In Broadwuv Mock
SILVER CITY

N. M.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

a . F.A.
Sliver City Loiltfe, No.
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the
hursday oveiilnx on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
Peiihy B. Lady. Sec'v.
1

A E. 8.
V.Silver Cltv Chapter

No. 3, O. E. 8.

Meets

HHIZ stii"'.',f M Tuesday In each month at
Mm. Nkm.y B. Lady, Sec'y.
T O.O.F.
Jas L. KldKcly Encampment No. I. meets
tH' w,l,llll'!!"l"y f each
VIsltiiiK patriarchs cordially Invited. month.

I.

A-

J.J.KEu.v.Scrlbe.

-

K.

Atkins, C.

P.

I O. O. F.

Isaac Tiffany Lodiw. No. 13. meets at Odd
he lows' Hull .Hank bulldlim, Thursday
Memltersof the order cordially Invited to atuind.
R P. Jonks N n
1

Lodite.

No.

'

'

CHAKLK8 O. BKi.u Sec'y.

I O. O. F.
1. Helen

'

Reliekali IWree
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Meets on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
month,
A

il

bellow workmen cordially Invited.
U. L. Canti.ky, M. F.

E. M. Yoimu, Rec.

ATCHISON,

I

no white person lives, an incorporated
city owned, inhabited and governed
exclusively by negroes, with a colored
mayor and colored officers throughout.
It is said to be, says the New York Sun,
the only incorporated place inhabited
and governed wholly by colored persons in this country, and it is as law
abiding a place as can be found in
Florida.
"We have a lock-u- p here," said the
colored postmaster and
J. E.
Clark, "but it's the idlest building in
the place. It is hardly used twice a
year, for we have no saloons nor low
places of any kind, and, as nearly every
man owns his own home, we all have a
personal interest in preserving order."
Although Eatonville is a city in law
and in name, having received a city
charter from the legislature, with
power to make and enforce its own
laws, it is, in fact, a pretty little village
of three or four hundred inhabitants,
lying at the head of Lake Sybelia, in
the center of Orange county, one mile
from the railroad station at Maitland.
No colored people live in Maitland and
no white ones at Eatonville. There is
the best of feeling between the two
places. Maitland has work, and Eatonville has men and women to do it.
No place in Florida has more of a
West Indian appearance than Eatonville. All the traffic on wheels is done
on two or three of the principal streets,
and the others are perpetually green
with a beautiful carpet of Bermuda
grass. These walks are lined witli rows
of white oaks, which make of every lane
and avenue a shady bower from the beginning of January till the last of December. The houses are all of wood
and generally small, but every house
Btands in its own little grounds, with
flowers blooming in front, and bananas,
oranges, limes, lemons, pawpaws,
guavas and other southern fruits blossoming or fruiting, and in the rear a
vegetable garden that produces food at
least ten months of the year. Close to
the head of the lake stands the African
Methodist Episcopal and Baptist
churches, and in the center of the towu
is the public school, with its colored
teacher and forty or fifty pupils. The
free masons and odd fellows have their
own halls, and there is a labor aid
society. John Ileiston is the present
mayor, and the city limits include just
one square mile.
DISLIKED IN BERLIN.

TOPEK A & SANTA
The German Empnrnr Apparently DeRAILROAD TIME TABLE. FE
light In Annoying tlio Capital.
The emperor has become extremely
No. HUB.
unpopular during his six years of reign,
No.
Arrives.
Departs.
destination.
and this fact is so patent to even a casual observer that it would be folly to
8:15 p. m.
deny it It can not be disputed, either,
Silver City
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says a writer in the New York Post,
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"
that the emperor furnishes, every little
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every time shut off against the populace a precaution which William I.
never took, although the aged monarch
was, as will be remembered, the victim
of a number of attempts on his life.
Again, a government bill is now talked
of to shield still further the life of the
monarch against possible assassins.
If, however, one thing more than another has estranged the sympathies of
the lower classes from the present emperor, it is the recent order prohibiting
the holding of the Christmas fair on
the Schlossplutz, adjoining the royal
castle, where such a fair had ' been
going on a fortnight before the holidays since time immemorial. The thousands of petty dealers and the myriad
of small lads and aged women who,
during the fair, were given a chance to
earn a few marks by selling cheap
wares of every description, and who
have now been driven into the poorer
d
and more
quarters
of the city, feel deeply aggrieved at
this latest change. Again, the emperor cordially reciprocates the dislike
of the Kcrliners, and he simply testifies
to that fact by spending as little of his
time as he possibly can in his capital,
preferring the inconvenience of residing in Potsdam, with the ceaseless
riding to and fro in a railroad carriage,
to remaining in the midst of the critical, sarcastic, outspoken people of
Berlin. This studied neglect of the
capital city means more than a slap at
the local patriotism of Berlin it means
a loss of millions of marks, the money
going to the tradesmen cf other cities
and towns, especially of Potsdam. As
an excuse this year the emperor has
given it out that the thorough renovation of the old castle, inside and out,
was responsible for his late coming and
early going, but nobody here accepts
this excuse. All the less is it accepted
because of the undeniable distress
throughout Berlin this winter.
thickly-populate-

Banking In Rtuila.

In Russia the state bank advances
money at four and
per cent, a
year on all kinds of goods in amounts
as high as
of their value; it
takes money on deposit at one and
per cent A little while ago, to
assist the grain trade, the government
bought largely direct from the producers, and will soon be the largest
holder of grain in the country. It has
nearly completed the absorption of
private railroad lines, has acquired the
monopoly of the manufacture of spirits and the control of the retail trade,
is about to take the' wine and sugar
de into its hands and very likely the
one-ha-

lf

two-thir-

one-ha-

lf

.

trade as well.
Gave

It the Preference.

Ata recent large country .wedding

all the carriages far and near were engaged to convey the guests to the station and the various country houses to
the bridal reception. "I am sorry,
ma'am," said the village undertaker, to
whom one of the perplexed hostesses
had applied in despair for a couple of
coaches, "but we had to put off two
funerals y
tn account of this
to-da-

